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About this report 
This report exposes some most egregious related paty transactions disclosed in 2021. The 
research notes included here were originally published as New Risk Alerts, a research service 
that uncovers subtle but key changes in SEC filing language to reveal new information before it 
moves markets. Offered together in one report for the first time, The Worst Related Party 
Transactions in 2021 provides powerful insights traditional Wall Street research services miss, 
overlook, or ignore. 
 
Powered by The Winkler Group, our technology and team scan filings and footnotes to save 
you time, provide actionable investing ideas, and uncover new insights like: 
 

● Why Workday paid its billionaire Board Chairman $229 million for an office building worth 
$159 million 

● How a relative of Hovnanian’s CEO received $14.8 million while advising a regulator 
suing the homebuilder  

● Why Grocery Outlet’s CEO was allowed to lease a jet from himself in a deal approved by 
his cousin 

 
In all, this report uncovers a half billion dollars in related party transactions buried in filings 
most Wall Street analysts help hide, overlook, or ignore. 
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NEW RISK ALERT: (WDAY) 

Workday Pays Affiliate of Board Chairman $171 
Million for Office Space 

Latest 10-K raises serious concerns over SaaS firm’s capital allocation as it 
spends big on real estate it may never use. 
 
By Nick Winkler  
March 16, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Workday Rents Office Space From Board Chair’s Affiliate 
Workday, an enterprise cloud SaaS firm, rents office space adjacent to its headquarters in 
Pleasanton, California owned by an affiliate of the company’s Chairman, Dave Duffield. In the 
company’s 2020 10-K, Workday disclosed it has paid the Duffield affiliate $40 million in rent 
over the last three years: 
 

“The total rent expense under these agreements was $16 million, $13 million, and $11 
million for fiscal 2021, 2020, and 2019, respectively.” 
 

Our analysis reveals Workday has paid Duffield’s affiliate $58 million in rent since 2015. The 
rent payments to Duffield, who is also Workday’s co-founder, are disclosed each year in the 
company’s annual report. However, new language in the most recent 10-K indicates that after 
renting for years, Workday now owns the space outright. 

Workday Purchases Office From Board Chairman’s Affiliate for 
$171 Million 
During fiscal 2021, Workday paid  $2 million for an option to purchase the aforementioned 
leased properties at a price based on third-party appraisals and negotiation between Workday 
and the affiliated party. On February 23, 2021 Workday exercised the option and purchased the 
properties: 
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“The purchase price is $173 million in cash, reduced by the $2 million fee paid for the 
Leased Property Purchase Option.” 
 

In the footnotes, Workday explains why it made the purchase: 
 
“This purchase provides long-term stability to our corporate headquarter footprint in 
Pleasanton, California.” 

 
Workday paid more than the carrying value of the property. The company explains the 
accounting like this: 
 

“The net carrying value of the properties purchased will be $159 million at the time of 
purchase, which is calculated as the net purchase price of $171 million, reduced by the 
difference between the carrying values of the right-of-use asset and lease liability of the 
leased properties immediately prior to the purchase of approximately $12 million.” 

The Wisdom of Workday’s Capital Allocation is Questioned  
In the end, counting previous rent paid, Workday will have paid an affiliate of its Board chairman 
$229 million for property with a carrying value of $159 million. We’re not accusing Duffield of 
wrongdoing. The transaction amounts to just 1.2% of Duffield’s estimated net worth of $14 
billion.  
 
We raise the issue because Workday’s employee headcount growth is slowing. Last year, 
headcount increased by just 300, the slowest rate of growth in nearly a decade. In the six years 
prior, Workday hired, on average, 1,600 new employees each year.  
 
Likewise, the company closed most of its offices due to the pandemic. Most of the company’s 
employees now work remotely. When discussing the pandemic’s long-term effects on its office 
environment, Workday acknowledges increased risk to its real estate portfolio. Adding to the 
portfolio right now appears to accomplish anything but Workday’s stated goal for the 
transaction, which is providing stability to its corporate footprint. 
 
The transaction price may be immaterial to Duffield, but for Workday it’s significant. The deal 
($171 million) is approximately 62% of Workday’s CapEx budget ($270 million) for FY22. By its 
own admission, Workday’s future depends largely on product development. The decision to 
purchase real estate that may never be needed raises legitimate questions about the wisdom of 
Workday’s capital allocation. 
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NEW RISK ALERT: (HOV) 

Hovnanian CEO Paid $14.8 Million to a Family 
Member Who Advises a Regulator Suing the 
Homebuilder 

Latest 10-Q raises questions over related party transactions that create the 
perception of a conflict of interest. 
 
By Nick Winkler 
March 9, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

Hovnanian Has Paid CEO’s Relative At Least $14.8 Million 
The Chairman and CEO of Hovnanian Enterprises, a U.S. homebuilder, has paid millions of 
dollars to a relative that advises a state regulatory board currently taking legal action against 
Hovnanian. In its Q1 2021 10-Q, Hovnanian disclosed the related party transaction totaled 
$100,000 in the quarter, double the total from the same period in the prior year: 
 

“During the three months ended January 31, 2021 and 2020, an engineering firm owned 
by Tavit Najarian, a relative of Ara K. Hovnanian, our Chairman of the Board of 
Directors and our Chief Executive Officer, provided services to the Company totaling 
$0.1 million and $0.2 million, respectively.” 
 

In an analysis of Hovnanian’s last thirteen 10-Ks, we calculate Hovnanian has paid Tavit 
Najarian’s engineering firm at least $14.8 million since 2008. In the three years prior to 2008, 
Hovnanian paid an unnamed engineering firm another $14.5 million. If it’s the same firm 
associated with Najarian, Hovnanian has paid a relative of the CEO $29.3 million since 2005. 
 
Hovnanian has a long history of related party transactions, including tens of millions of dollars 
paid to relatives in land deals. However, the multimillion dollar deals with Najarian are of 
particular interest to investors as Najarian also advises a regulatory body taking legal action 
against Hovnanian. 
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Relative Hovnanian Has Paid Millions Advises Regulator Suing 
Hovnanian 
In the latest 10-Q, Hovnanian makes clear that neither the company nor its CEO have a 
financial interest in Najarian’s engineering firm. However, Hovnanian does have an interest in a 
recent legal matter over which Najarian may influence.  
 
The latest quarterly report revealed Hovnanian is being sued by the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) for its alleged involvement in contaminating groundwater in 
connection with a condominium development project:  
 

“The complaint asserts claims under the New Jersey Spill Act and other state law claims 
and alleges that the NJDEP and the Spill Fund have incurred over $5.3 million since 
2009 to investigate vapor intrusion at the development and to install vapor mitigation 
systems.”  

 
Najarian— the relative paid millions— is a member of NJDEP’s Science and Advisory Board 
(SAB), which advises NJDEP’s commissioner. Najarian was appointed in 2012, meaning he is 
required to file a conflict of interest disclosure form prior to each appointment term. Under New 
Jersey’s Open Records Act, The Winkler Group has requested Najarian’s disclosure form to 
see if Hovnanian is listed. We’ll update subscribers when we receive new information. 
 
Separately, NJDEP SAB members are required to recuse themselves from deliberations in the 
event of a conflict of interest. In New Jersey, a conflict of interest is defined as:  
 

“For purposes of the above restriction, "conflict of interest" means any financial or other 
interest which conflicts with the service of the individual because it 1) could significantly 
impair the individual's objectivity or 2) could create an unfair competitive advantage for 
any person or organization. "Recusal" means the process by which a person is 
disqualified, or disqualifies himself or herself from a matter because of a conflict of 
interest.”  

 
When The Winkler Group contacted Najarian to learn whether he had listed Hovnanian as a 
potential conflict of interest on his NJDEP SAB disclosure form and whether he will recuse 
himself from any potential deliberations related to the Hovnanian suit, Najarian told us this: 

“I am unaware of any lawsuit against Hovnanian Enterprises related 
to any groundwater contamination.  Hence, I did not include it as a 
potential conflict.  Needless to say, should that issue come in front of 
SAB, I will definitely recuse myself from any deliberation.” 
 

- Tavit Najarian, Najarian Associates, March 8, 2021 
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Regarding the $5.3 million NJDEP spent on contamination mitigation, Hovnanian says it, 
“intends to defend these claims vigorously.” The $5.3 million in mitigation costs are 
approximately 10% of Hovnanian’s 2020 net income.  
 
Investors interested in the suit’s outcome and Hovnanian’s future relationship with Najarian 
might track the size of any future payments Hovnanian makes to Najarian— relative to past 
payments— especially if Hovnanian loses the suit after Najarian recuses himself. 
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NEW RISK ALERT: (GO) 

Grocery Outlet Leases Jet From Its CEO in Deal 
Approved by a Cousin 

Latest 10-K also reveals grocery chain is understating its lease liability by 
$197 million and changing how it calculates net income. 
 
Published March 11, 2021 
 
This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before. 
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful 
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research, 
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year. 

A Jet is Necessary to Reach Stores Not Easily Accessible 
Grocery Outlet, a grocer selling brand names at deep discounts, was founded in 1946 and now 
has 380 stores mostly across the West Coast. It’s a family business now run by third generation 
leadership. After 75 years in business, CEO Eric Lindberg Jr. believes executives at Grocery 
Outlet need an airplane to visit stores. Lindberg also believes Grocery Outlet should lease the 
plane from a company he controls. 
 
In its 2020 10-K, Grocery Outlet disclosed the lease agreement and the reason a plane is now 
necessary: 
 

“During April 2020, we entered into an aircraft dry lease agreement (the "Aircraft Lease") 
with an entity controlled by our Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Lindberg, to lease a 
Pilatus PC-12 aircraft. We believe that this agreement provides us better access to visit 
our stores, many of which are in remote areas or are not easily accessible by car 
or regular commercial airline service, and to visit prospective real estate sites.”  

 
If Lindberg sincerely believes “many” of his stores “are not easily accessible by car”, Grocery 
Outlet and its investors have bigger worries than a related-party airplane transaction. The 
concern is a potential erosion of checks-and-balances that keep family company’s from 
atrophying decades after their founding. In the latest annual report, investors may infer the jet 
lease transaction was approved, at least tacitly, by Lindberg’s cousin who is the Board Vice 
Chairman: 
 

“ Lindberg and S. MacGregor Read Jr., the Vice Chairman of our board of directors, are 
cousins by marriage.” 
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The lease also appears inconsistent with Grocery Outlet’s obsession with what it calls 
“opportunistic purchasing” that allows it to sell name-brand products 40%-70% below the price 
charged by competitors. The airplane lease, according to the filing, was anything but 
opportunistic as Grocery Outlet admits it go no better a deal than anyone else might despite the 
familial relationship:  
 

“We believe that the terms of the aircraft lease are no less favorable than could be 
obtained from an unrelated third party and we believe that the foregoing arrangement, 
including related direct operating costs, insurance and crew costs, will reduce our 
average hourly cost for use of private aircraft, which previously had been primarily 
conducted through charter arrangements.”  

 
The cost to Grocery Outlet was approximately $100,000 in the eight months since the lease was 
signed. It’s negligible, especially if investors benefit from team visits to stores built in locations 
not easily accessible by car. Importantly, should Lindberg stray from his business flight plans, 
Grocery Outlet investors will not bear the extra costs: 

 
“Mr. Lindberg, to the extent that he operates the aircraft for his personal use, will bear all 
costs associated with his operation of the aircraft.” 

 
The airplane lease is one of three noteworthy related-party transactions: 
 

● Grocery Outlet has paid non-controlling shareholders $18.7 million over the last three 
years to lease property that includes 15 stores and a distribution center. As of January 2, 
2021, Grocery Outlet has also leased 37 additional store locations it has not yet taken 
possession of with undiscounted future lease payments totaling $200.4 million. 

● As of January 2, 2021, the company had $40.9 million in outstanding loans to its 
Independent (grocery store) Operators (IOs), including a loss allowance of $8.1 million. 
Our analysis reveals that over the past three years, Grocery Outlet has written off, on 
average, $1.2 million a year, which reduces the allowance it reports. 

CEO’s Cousin Retains All Stock Options Earned as Employee 
Despite No Longer Being an Employee 
S. MacGregor Read, Jr., CEO Lindberg’s cousin, transitioned to a new role with a lucrative 
financial package the same month Lindberg leased the plane from himself. In April, Read 
transitioned from Vice Chairman of the company to Non-Executive Vice Chairman of the Board.  
 
The new role entitled Read to an annual cash retainer of $75,000, an annual restricted stock 
unit (RSU) award with a grant date fair value of $100,000, plus a little something extra: 
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“In addition, while you remain Vice Chairman of the Board, you will receive an additional 
annual cash retainer of $100,000.” 
 

Not bad but it gets better for Read. Despite Read’s employment relationship with the company 
ending, Read’s employment was not technically counted as being terminated. This allowed 
Read, the grandson of Grocery Outlet’s founder Jim Read, to retain his 2.57 million stock 
options worth an estimated $92.7 million as of this writing.  
 
It’s not uncommon for employees— depending on how their departure is classified— to retain 
their stock options. We only raise the matter as a governance issue to be considered by 
investors. With both Read and Lindberg on the board— and Lindberg’s jet deal and Read’s deal 
for a new role executed in the same month— investors would be wise to weigh the value family 
members add to the business against the value they extract. 

Grocery Outlet Understate’s Lease Liability by $197 Million 
The jet transaction is accounted for as an operating lease liability, which our analysis reveals is 
being understated due to an inflated discount rate. Grocery Outlet disclosed that it discounts 
operating leases by 6.91%. This rate is significantly higher than Grocery Outlet’s peers, which 
report the following discount rates in their most recent filings: 
 

● Costco: 2.23% 
● Kroger: 4.3% 
● Weis Markets: 3.36% 
● Publix: 3.4% 

 
Using an inflated discount rate hide’s a firm’s true liabilities from investors.  
 
Grocery Outlet has $1.38 billion in future operating lease obligations. The present value of those 
obligations, according to Grocery Outlet, is $924 million. If we use the blended average discount 
rate for Grocery Outlet’s peer group— 3.32%— we calculate a lease liability of $1.12 billion. It 
means Grocery Outlet is understating its lease liabilities by approximately $197 million, or 14.2% 
of its future operating lease obligations and 12.6% of total liabilities. 
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Subscribe to New Risk Alerts 
Our research uncovers much more than just related party transactions. New Risk Alerts will 
help you spot new investment ideas first, reduce your research time, and instantly find what 
management buries in SEC filings. The service is designed to provide exclusive and actionable 
investing insights. It was created based on guidance, recommendations, and requests from 
equity analysts, RIAs, and investors.  

Be first to know 
New Risk Alerts subscribers are often the first to know. You get market moving insights long 
before they make headlines. When major financial news broke this week on TSLA and NFLX, it 
was old news to New Risk Alerts subscribers:  
 
NETFLIX 
Six weeks before The Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, and Bloomberg broke news of 
Netflix's password sharing crackdown, subscribers were warned the company planned to target 
abusive account sharing. 

● Netflix Telegraphs New Price Increases & Signals Account Sharing Crackdown 

TESLA 
One month prior to news breaking that investigators are probing the role Tesla's autopilot 
technology may have played in three crashes, subscribers were warned Tesla is no longer 
featuring self-driving technology as prominently in its latest annual report.  

● Tesla Warns Self-Driving Technology Still Under Development, No Longer Featuring It 
As Prominently 

What they’re saying 
Here’s a sample of the unsolicited feedback we receive: 
 

“I see a lot of value in the product. Very unique.” 
 
“I love getting these alerts. They’re fascinating. Thank you!” 
 
“It’s a useful tool. No one has time to read all the footnotes so surfacing 
meaningful information is valuable.” 
 
“This is a great research service you have put together. I really do look forward to 
opening each one even when they fall outside my scope of investable 
companies.” 
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If you found this report valuable, we invite you to subscribe to New Risk Alerts, which we 
deliver directly to inboxes around the world before markets open. 
 

Get instant access. 
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